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Abstract The central question underlying this study revolves around how children pro-
cess co-reference relationships—such as those evidenced by pronouns (him) and reflexives
(himself)—and how a slowed rate of speech input may critically affect this process. Previous
studies of child language processing have demonstrated that typical language developing
(TLD) children as young as 4 years of age process co-reference relations in a manner similar
to adults on-line. In contrast, off-line measures of pronoun comprehension suggest a devel-
opmental delay for pronouns (relative to reflexives). The present study examines dependency
relations in TLD children (ages 5–13) and investigates how a slowed rate of speech input
affects the unconscious (on-line) and conscious (off-line) parsing of these constructions. For
the on-line investigations (using a cross-modal picture priming paradigm), results indicate
that at a normal rate of speech TLD children demonstrate adult-like syntactic reflexes. At
a slowed rate of speech the typical language developing children displayed a breakdown
in automatic syntactic parsing (again, similar to the pattern seen in unimpaired adults). As
demonstrated in the literature, our off-line investigations (sentence/picture matching task)
revealed that these children performed much better on reflexives than on pronouns at a regu-
lar speech rate. However, at the slow speech rate, performance on pronouns was substantially
improved, whereas performance on reflexives was not different than at the regular speech
rate. We interpret these results in light of a distinction between fast automatic processes
(relied upon for on-line processing in real time) and conscious reflective processes (relied
upon for off-line processing), such that slowed speech input disrupts the former, yet improves
the latter.
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This paper explores the way in which children process sentences containing overt depen-
dency relationships (with a focus here on pronouns) with the purpose in evaluating (a) a
potential dissociation between automatic (real-time) and conscious level (off-line) process-
ing of these constructions and (b) whether manipulating the rate of speech input has an impact
on either or both of these types of processing routines.

The identification of the set of possible antecedents for a pronoun (him) is only partly
dependent on the syntactic context in which it appears. Specifically, syntactic principles pro-
hibit a pronoun from having a “local” antecedent (Principle B; Chomsky 1981, 1986; Sag
and Wasow 1999). Thus in sentence 1a (see below), the pronoun (her) cannot refer to the
local noun phrase (Michaela), but could refer to the non-local Alyssa (the pronoun-antecedent
relationship is noted by co-indexation with the subscript j ).

(1a) Alyssa j said that [Michaela threw the ball to her j ]
(1b) Alyssa said that [Michaelai threw the ball to hersel fi ]

Note that the pronoun her in this sentence is not constrained (syntactically or otherwise)
such that it must refer to Alyssa—it could refer to some other antecedent that is not explicitly
mentioned in the sentence. From this potentially large set of possible antecedents (i.e., all
non-local potential antecedents), the selection of the actual antecedent (i.e., determination
of what the pronoun actually refers to in a given sentence) is likely to be based on semantic
and/or pragmatic principles (codified as “Principle P”; Chien and Wexler 1990). In contrast,
syntactic principles require a reflexive to have a local antecedent (Principle A; Chomsky
1981, 1986; Sag and Wasow 1999). This greatly restricts the set of potential antecedents,
and minimizes the semantics/pragmatics in antecedent selection. Thus in sentence 1b, the
reflexive (herself) cannot refer to Alyssa, but must refer to Michaela.

Prior research has shown that typical-language developing (TLD) children are capable
of interpreting reflexives when overtly asked about the recipient of the action (Chien and
Wexler 1990; Grodzinsky et al. 1993; McKee 1992). So in example (1b), children would
demonstrate little difficulty (if any) correctly responding with “Michaela” when asked the
question “Who caught the ball?”. In contrast however, pronoun interpretation (as in sentence
1a) typically yields poorer performance in English (Chien and Wexler 1990; Grodzinsky et
al. 1993; McKee 1992; van der Lely and Stollwerck 1997) and a wide range of other lan-
guages, including Hebrew, Spanish and Dutch (Grodzinsky and Kave 1994; Koster 1993;
Solan and Ortiz 1982). These findings led to the suggestion that pronoun interpretation is
developmentally delayed (“Principle B delay”) in TLD children (Baauw and Cuetos 2003;
Chien and Wexler 1990).

One potential explanation for this pattern is that TLD children demonstrate poor per-
formance on pronouns because they have not yet mastered the semantic/pragmatic factors
involved in the final selection of an appropriate antecedent (Principle P), even if they have
mastered the syntactic knowledge of pronoun binding constraints (Principle B; Chien and
Wexler 1990; Grimshaw 1990; Grodzinsky et al. 1993; McKee et al. 1993).

However, one commonality across these experiments is that the tasks used were off-line
(i.e., temporally unconstrained) and as such require a response after the entire sentence has
been processed. Examples of these techniques include act-out tasks (puppets or toys are
used to act out a sentence for the child “Elmo gives him the car”—the child is then asked a
question—e.g., “Who gets the car?”; Chien and Wexler 1990; Grodzinsky et al. 1993; Solan
1983), truth value judgment tasks (a sentence is presented with a picture and the participant
decides YES or NO if they match; Chien and Wexler 1990; McKee 1992), and grammat-
icality judgment tasks (children are asked if a sentence sounds “correct”; McDaniel et al.
1990; McDaniel and Maxfield 1992). These types of post-sentential, conscious techniques
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reflect the outcomes from all levels of sentence processing including syntactic, semantic, and
pragmatic processes, but cannot differentiate the contributions of these various processes
to the final interpretation of the sentence, as the measurements are made after all of these
processes are complete.

While these off-line techniques are quite common in evaluating pronoun comprehension,
they do not allow for the moment by moment mapping of how and when such dependency
relations are formed. In order to determine at what point in time a pronoun or reflexive is
linked with its actual or potential antecedent(s), more temporally constrained (“on-line”)
techniques are needed. Such techniques allow researchers to tap in to the real time parsing
of these and other sentence constructions, thus revealing distinct patterns of comprehension
that off-line methods may not be able to demonstrate.

On-line studies using cross-modal priming (McKee et al. 1993; Roberts et al. 2007), self-
paced reading/listening (Booth et al. 2000), and eye-tracking (Sekerina et al. 2004) techniques
have in fact evinced a different pattern of processing for pronouns and reflexives than that
observed in off-line studies. In these studies, children as young as 4 years of age demonstrate
on-line sensitivity to syntactic binding constraints, and show immediate linking of pronouns
and reflexives to their structurally defined antecedents (for related findings in the processing
of implicit anaphors, see Love 2007; Roberts et al. 2007), just as unimpaired adults do (Nicol
and Swinney 1989, 2002; Nicol 1988).

These findings underscore the importance of task sensitivity. Children who demonstrate
off-line difficulties in pronoun interpretation do not show deficits when measured by real
time processing tasks. In the current study we will examine this tension between normal
on-line pronoun processing in young children and developmentally delayed off-line perfor-
mance by manipulating rate of speech input in both on-line and off-line tasks of pronoun
comprehension.

As language processing depends on the timely availability of a number of types or lev-
els of information (e.g., phonological, lexical, structural, etc.) during the course of sentence
processing, rate of speech input has been implicated as an important factor in the successful
processing of complex sentence constructions. When auditory information is presented to
individuals (both child and adult, impaired and unimpaired) outside of the “normal” rate of
4–6 syllables/second (for English; Radeau et al. 2000; van Heuven and van Zanten 2005;
Ziegler 2002), the nature of the core operations subserving structural processing may change
(Camblin et al. 2007; Kail and Hall 1994; Love et al. 2008; Swinney and Love 1998; Tallal
and Piercy 1973a,b, 1974, 1975; Tauroza and Allison 1990). Prior research suggests that
these changes may be disruptive in some cases but beneficial in others.

For unimpaired adult listeners, slowed input rates appear to impair the automatic pro-
cessing routines underlying the establishment of structural dependency relationships during
real time language comprehension in real time tasks (Love et al. 2008). Off-line studies with
these unimpaired populations demonstrated a similar decline in performance (Swinney and
Love 1998). In contrast, reports suggest that neurologically compromised individuals—e.g.,
adults with Broca’s aphasia or language impaired children—may benefit from a slowed rate
of input for both on- and off-line tasks (Gardner et al. 1975; Lasky et al. 1976; Love et al.
2008; Pashek and Brookshire 1982; Poeck and Pietron 1981; Tallal and Piercy 1973a,b, 1974,
1975). Interestingly, Broca’s patients evinced deficits in parsing syntactic dependencies (in
object-relative clauses, like “The audience liked the wrestler that the parish priest condemned
for foul language.”) when sentences were presented at “normal” rates, and showed improved
performance and more normal-like parsing routines with slowed speech input (Love et al.
2008).
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In the current cross modal priming study we will investigate the impact of a slowed
rate of speech input on the comprehension of pronouns and reflexives in typical-language
developing children in temporally sensitive on-line tasks and temporally unconstrained
off-line tasks.1 Based on prior results (see above), at a regular rate of speech input we
expect to find immediate linking of a pronoun with its antecedent (i.e., adult-like perfor-
mance) on-line, but impaired performance off-line, consistent with a developmental delay
for pronouns. At a slowed rate of speech input, performance on pronouns on both on-line and
off-line tasks may be impaired, as previously found for syntactic processing with slowed-
speech input in unimpaired adults. Alternatively, on-line performance may be unaffected at
slowed input rates, whereas off-line performance may be improved as children may not have
explicitly mastered these co-reference constructions, and may therefore benefit from slowed
input, as previously found for impaired adults. A third possibility is that children may show
impairments with slowed input for those aspects of co-reference processing that they have
mastered (e.g., on-line determination of the antecedent of a pronoun), but show improve-
ments at aspects of processing that they have not yet mastered (e.g., off-line interpretation of
pronouns).

Experiment 1: On-line Co-reference Processing and Rate of Speech

In this experiment we investigate the real-time nature of pronoun-antecedent linking in chil-
dren (ages 5–13) at both regular and slowed rates of speech input. To investigate these pro-
cesses as they unfold in real time, we will use a variant of the cross-modal priming (CMP)
technique (Swinney 1979)—cross-modal picture priming (CMPP)—that has been used pre-
viously in the investigation of co-reference processing in children (Love 2007; McKee et al.
1993; Roberts et al. 2007; Swinney and Prather 1989). Cross-modal priming itself has been
used extensively in the adult syntactic processing literature to assess, among other things, how
and when a reference-seeking element (e.g., pronoun, reflexive) is linked to an antecedent
(for review, see Nicol and Swinney 2002).

In Cross Modal Lexical Priming (CMLP; Swinney et al. 1979) participants listen to audi-
torily presented sentences and simultaneously make a binary decision (typically a word/non-
word lexical decision) to letter strings presented on a screen in front of them. An element in
the on-going auditory sentence (e.g., a word or a pronoun) serves as a prime for the letter
strings (target), which are either semantically related (related target) to the sentence-prime or
serve as a semantically unrelated baseline (control target). Priming effects are found when the
response times to the related targets are faster than response times to the control targets—but
crucially only when they are presented immediately (or very soon) after the prime in the
sentence. Related and control targets are typically matched, such that their response times
don’t differ in other sentence positions (not near the prime) or when presented in isolation
(e.g., in a visual lexical decision task).

Of importance with this technique is that fact that (a) the presentation of the auditory sen-
tence is never ended with the presentation of the visual target, thus mitigating the possibility
of integration of the visual stimulus into the ongoing auditory presentation of the sentence,

1 We note that CMLP has been shown to be insensitive to integration effects when the auditory stimuli is
presented within a normal speech rate of 4–6 syllables/second (for English; Radeau et al. 2000; van Heuven
and van Zanten 2005; Ziegler 2002). At slowed presentation rates (<4 syllables/second), visually presented
words may be integrated into the ongoing auditory speech stream when the visual probe constitutes a good
continuation of the sentence ( Nicol et al. 2006). In this study, our visual probes are pictures rather than words,
and thus we believe that these visual stimuli do not lend themselves to such integration effects.
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(b) the presentation of the auditory sentence continues past the presentation of the visual
target so that the process revealed is not obscured by end-of-sentence wrap-up effects and (c)
participants never make conscious, deliberate, meta-linguistic judgments about the sentences
that they hear (e.g., Is it grammatical? Did I just hear a /p/ sound?). In other words, the judg-
ments participants make are based solely on consideration of the visual targets; participants
need not consciously evaluate each successive word of the auditory sentence. (For further
details, see: Balogh et al. 1998; Love and Swinney 1996; Nicol et al. 1994, 2006).

A variant of this technique that has been successfully used with child and adult popu-
lations—both language unimpaired and language impaired, uses pictures in place of letter
strings as the related and control targets. This Cross-Modal Picture Priming (CMPP) para-
digm (Swinney and Prather 1989) is particularly useful for children and language-impaired
adult participants, for whom words or non-word letter strings may be difficult. Rather than
a word/non-word decision, participants make simple classification decisions to the pictures
(e.g., ‘Can I eat it?,’ ‘Is it alive or not?’). Importantly, the time to make these classification
decisions to pictures has been demonstrated to be speeded (primed) if the picture bears a
relationship to a word just heard in a sentence, for both children and adults (Love 2007;
McKee et al. 1993; Roberts et al. 2007; Swinney and Prather 1989; Swinney et al. 1996).

In the current study, we use a matched sentence (as opposed to matched target) paradigm
(for details of this variation with CMLP, see Cowles et al. 2007; Nicol et al. 1994; Walenski
2002). Here, rather than presenting related and control pictures for each sentence, the same
picture is presented to two (minimally) different sentences—one of which contains a prime
and one of which doesn’t (McKee et al. 1993). Since the same picture is used in the primed
and unprimed conditions, this eliminates the concern that differences in response time indic-
ative of priming could be due to differences between two different pictures. See just below
for further details.

Method

Participants

Forty-three native English speaking children ages 5–13 participated in this study (mean
age = 7.43 years, SD = 1.80). Twenty-two participants were boys, 21 girls. All participants
met the following criteria: absence of frank neurological impairment, social/emotional dis-
orders (e.g., autism), and absence of hearing (via GSI-17 audiometer screening pure tone
sweep from 250 to 8,000 Hz at 20 dB) or vision impairments. In addition, all participants
were within or above the average range (85 or above; mean = 113.67, SD = 12.10) on the Test
of Non-Verbal Intelligence-3 (TONI-3; Brown et al. 1997), and were well within the nor-
mal range (core language index of 95 or above; mean = 115.26, SD = 10.10) on the Clinical
Evaluation of Language Fundamentals-4 (CELF-4; Semel et al. 2003). Participants for this
study were recruited from schools in the San Diego Unified School District and Del Mar
School District. After the language assessment was completed, parents brought the children
to our laboratory for multiple visits, each lasting approximately 1 hour (Experiment 1: 3 vis-
its; Experiment 2: 1 visit). After each visit, parents of participants were compensated $5 for
traveling expenses, and the children were allowed to choose a prize. Upon completion of the
study, each participant was given an additional $25.
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Design and Materials

In this Cross-Modal Picture Priming (CMPP; Love 2007; Roberts et al. 2007; Swinney and
Prather 1989) task, children listened to sentences over headphones. At specific moments in
the sentence, a picture would appear on the screen. Children were instructed to listen care-
fully and try to understand the sentences as they would be questioned about them from time
to time. The children were also told they would have to make a button-press decision to the
visual targets, deciding as quickly as possible whether or not the item pictured was “alive”
(right button response) or “not alive” (left button response).

The on-line stimuli for this experiment were taken from a similar study by McKee et al.
(1993). The thirty experimental sentences had the bi-clausal structure illustrated in (2; below),
with the complement clause containing either a pronoun (him) that is co-referential with the
main clause subject (e.g., bird; 2a); a reflexive (himself) that is co-referential with the com-
plement clause subject (e.g., turtle; 2b); or a non-co-referential noun phrase (e.g., the lady;
2c) that serves as a control condition. Note that as response time comparisons are made to the
same picture across sentences in this task (i.e., there is no within-sentence baseline, as there
typically is in other cross-modal priming experiments; see above), differences in processing
load for different sentences are a potential concern. It has been argued that the additional
semantic referent (lady) in the control condition may create a higher processing load than
the sentences which do not have this additional referent—which may therefore lead to the
appearance of priming in the pronoun condition, due to elevated response times in the con-
trol condition (Hestvik et al. 2007). However, the reflexive condition can serve as another
point of comparison, as it does not introduce a new referent, and may therefore be a close
match to the pronoun-containing sentences with respect to processing load. Even this is not
a perfect match however, as reflexives are restricted to local antecedents only, and therefore
may actually engender less of a processing load than pronouns, leading to faster response
times in the reflexive condition. This load difference therefore works against a prediction of
a priming effect (faster response times) in the pronoun condition, and so the observation of
such a priming effect would mitigate this potential concern.

As we are interested in investigating pronoun co-reference, a picture corresponding to the
main clause subject (e.g., bird) was presented at the offset of the pronoun, reflexive, or non-
coreferential noun phrase (all experimental items required an “alive” answer) for all versions
of the experimental sentences. Therefore, the picture was consistent with the correct ante-
cedent for the pronoun (2a), but not the reflexive (2b) (see Fig. 1 for an example). Note that
this is different from the McKee et al. (1993) study, for which the picture corresponded to the
correct antecedent for the reflexive. The sentences were constructed so that there were at least
seven syllables after the point that the picture was presented in order to ensure that partici-
pants would continue processing auditory sentence material during the decision task. For the
pronouns and reflexives, the third-person singular masculine form was used for all sentences.
For the non-coreferential noun phrases 10 different female non-animal nouns were used.

(2a) Pronoun: The bird says that the turtle with the hard shell is rubbing him [BIRD] with
suntan oil on the sandy beach.

(2b) Reflexive: The bird says that the turtle with the hard shell is rubbing himself [BIRD]
with suntan oil on the sandy beach.

(2c) Control: The bird says that the turtle with the hard shell is rubbing the lady [BIRD]
with suntan oil on the sandy beach.

In addition to the experimental items, 30 filler sentences were created that were similar in
length and structure to the experimental sentences, and either contained a pronoun or reflexive
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Pronoun: The bird says that the turtle with the hard shell is rubbing   him*1   with suntan oil 
on the sandy beach. 

Reflexive:  The bird says that the turtle with the hard shell is rubbing himself *1    with suntan oil 
on the sandy beach. 

Control:  The bird says that the turtle with the hard shell is rubbing the lady*1  with suntan oil 
on the sandy beach. 

Visual Probe:

Fig. 1 Examples of matched sentence (pronoun, reflexive, unrelated NP) conditions and visual target (bird),
with predicted patterns of priming (pronoun vs. control; reflexive vs. control) at a regular rate of speech input.
Note that a check mark indicates a prediction of priming for the antecedent of the pronoun and the x-mark
indicates no predicted priming in the reflexive condition. See text for predictions for the slowed speech rate
conditions

(n = 10; see 3a below) or did not (n = 20; see 3b below). For the filler sentences, pictures
of inanimate objects (requiring a “not alive” answer) were presented at various points in the
sentence. The filler sentences (which were the same across all scripts) were constructed to
reduce the expectation of an “alive” response following a pronoun or reflexive (as several of
the fillers contained a pronoun or reflexive), and to balance the number of “alive” and “not
alive” responses.

(3a) The camel thinks that the ostrich jumping over the bed will hurt him [BED] and
everyone will have to stop playing

(3b) The alligator under the umbrella wonders if the fox in [UMBRELLA] the river is
taking a bath this afternoon.

In this mixed factorial design, the experimental sentences were counterbalanced across
three scripts, such that each script contained only one version of any particular sentence
(pronoun, reflexive, control), but contained an equal number of exemplars of each condition
(10; note that the same non-co-referential noun phrases were used in all three scripts, but
did not repeat in any single script). The filler sentences were pseudo-randomly intermixed
into the script with the experimental sentences, such that no response type (alive, not-alive)
occurred more than three times in a row. The first six items in each list were filler items,
intended as practice (participants were not told this), to ensure that the children were in the
rhythm of the task before the experimental items started. Every participant received all three
scripts (i.e., this was a within-subjects design) though each script was presented on a separate
(1-hour) visit, with at least 3 weeks between visits, to minimize repetition effects. Thus only
one version of each sentence appeared on a given visit and each picture was also only seen
once per visit. Each child returned three times to complete the experiment.

In addition, we also manipulated the rate of auditory speech input—presenting the sen-
tences at both a regular and a slowed rate of input (in separate experiments). Sentences were
recorded by a female native speaker of English at a regular speech rate (mean = 5.03 syllables
per second). The regular rate sentences were then digitally slowed (using the Cool Edit Pro
v1.2 software package) to 2/3 of the regular rate (mean = 3.36 syllables per second). Rate of
speech input was run as a between-subjects factor, with different subjects hearing the sen-
tences at each rate (regular, slow). Participants reported that the slow rate sentences sounded
“OK….[but that the] speaker sounded tired.”
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Procedure

Prior to testing, the participants went through extensive training and practice to ensure both
that they understood the dual nature of the task (listen to and comprehend the ongoing audi-
tory sentences; make a button-press decision to the pictures), and that they could perform
both tasks simultaneously. The training proceeded in stages. In stage one, the experimenter
held a set of half-sheet (8.5 × 5.5 inch) training cards with training pictures printed on them
(7 alive/7 not alive). The children were taught to verbally respond “yes” or “no” with regard
to the alive-ness of the depicted object. If a participant mis-categorized an item, the exper-
imenter would talk through the item until correctly identified. In stage two, the children
were introduced to a button box, where the right button indicated a “yes” (alive) response
and the left button indicated a “no” (not alive) response. The experimenter used the same
set of training cards from stage one, but this time the children responded (non-verbally) by
pressing the buttons on the button box. If the participant demonstrated difficulties during this
training section, the experimenter gave direct feedback similar to that in stage one. In stage
three a training script was used whereby the pictures were presented on the computer screen.
The children were instructed to watch the computer screen and make a binary alive/not-alive
decision about the pictures using the button box as quickly as possible. This script was broken
down into four blocks of five pictures each. In the first block, the picture remained on screen
for 1.5 s; in the remaining blocks, the picture remained on screen for only 0.5 s (this reduc-
tion in picture presentation time over the course of training was to encourage participants to
respond to the pictures in a speeded fashion, while maintaining high accuracy). Once again,
if the children had any difficulty with this, feedback was given during the pauses between
segments. This training script did not include sound.

Finally, stage four introduced the children to the cross modal experimental paradigm. The
children were told that they would be listening to sentences while watching the computer
screen for pictures at the same time. At specific moments in the sentence, a picture would
appear on the screen. The children would have to decide as quickly as possible whether or not
the item pictured was “alive” or “not alive.” The children made their decisions by pressing
one of two large red buttons on a button box that they could rest their arms and hands on.
The right button was used for a YES response (it is alive: picture of a koala) whereas the
left button was used for a NO response (it is not alive: picture of a cupcake). During this
section, participants are trained to 100% button press response criterion and are also given
comprehension questions to ensure they understand the practice sentences.

Stimuli were presented with an in-house software program (TEMPO; version 2.1.2) to
control the presentation of the pictures and sentences, and collect responses. A millisecond-
accurate computer timer was initiated with onset of the presentation of the picture. The timer
terminated with the participant’s button press, recording both the response and the time to
respond. Each picture remained on the screen for 1,500 ms or until a button press was made
(whichever came first), and responses were allowed for an additional 1,000 ms, leaving a
2,500 ms window within which a participant could respond. Any response times longer than
2,500 ms were recorded as a NO RESPONSE and counted as an error. There was a three
second gap between successive sentences.

To encourage attention to the sentences, the experiment was periodically paused and the
participants were asked a multiple-choice question (3 answer choices per question) about
the sentence that had just been presented (18 questions per session, three of which were
paired with filler sentences). The questions were distributed approximately evenly over the
course of the script, and targeted the participants’ knowledge of the actors in the sentence
or the location in which the sentence occurred. The questions that were asked were intended
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only to reinforce the need for the subjects to listen to the sentences, rather than as a test of
their anaphor comprehension per se. The questions for script 2 were different from those
of scripts 1 and 3, which were the same. This allowed us to evaluate practice effects on the
comprehension questions across scripts. No such practice effects were found for either speed
of presentation. After the first visit, the training cards were no longer used, but the training
script without sound was used to re-familiarize the children with the task. Each experimental
script took about 20 min to complete.

Analysis

Prior to analysis, data from one subject were removed from the regular speech rate condition
due to chance accuracy (51% correct—which was also more than four standard deviations
lower than the mean accuracy of all subjects) on the button press judgment task. In addi-
tion, two subjects in the regular speech rate condition did not complete all visits for this
experiment, and were excluded.

Prior to inferential statistics, the data from the remaining 40 participants (18 at regular
rate, 22 at slow rate) were screened (removing 1.1% of all data) to help reduce variability
and avoid outlier response times: all non-responses and incorrect responses were excluded
(note that response times less than 300 ms were excluded as errors). z-scores were computed
for each participant’s correct responses for each visit, and any score greater than 3 or less
than −3 was excluded; z-scores were then computed for each item (picture) at each rate of
speech, and any score greater than 3 or less than −3 was excluded. As a final check, after
removing both incorrect responses and response time outliers, we checked the number of
remaining data points for each subject and each item. While no subjects stood out from the
rest in this respect, three items were noteworthy in having few data points remaining. For
two of the items (bird, squirrel), it was discovered that the audio recordings had become
corrupted, likely contributing to the high error and outlier rates on these items. The third item
(alligator), had the highest rate of excluded data of any of the items (20% of data points were
excluded), though no obvious reason for this high error rate was apparent. As all three of these
items appeared to be yielding abnormal response patterns, all data from these three items
were excluded. This careful screening procedure was necessary to ensure that any response
time differences between conditions would not be overshadowed by the high subject- or
item-based variability inherent to response times from young children on this task.

The remaining data from 27 items (screened correct first responses) were ln-transformed
to reduce skewness and kurtosis in the distribution of response times. Data were analyzed
using a mixed-effects regression model, with crossed random effects of subject and sen-
tence (which combine traditionally separate F1 and F2 analyses in a single statistical test),
and fixed effects of speech rate (regular, slow) and sentence condition (pronoun, reflexive,
control). In addition, variables coding item-order, visit number, and their interaction were
included as covariates to control for variability introduced by any change in performance as
the task progressed (order), differences in performance across sessions (visit), or differences
in the change in performance across the task for different visits (order×visit interaction).
These three covariates were also included as random-effects factors (accounting for individ-
ual differences in these effects). Subsequently, follow-up planned comparisons were made
within each rate (i.e., within-subjects) for control—pronoun; pronoun—reflexive; and con-
trol—reflexive differences in response time (i.e., follow-up comparisons were not made for
between-subjects differences).
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F-statistics are reported for main effects and interactions, and t-statistics for planned
comparisons of sentence type differences (within each rate). All p-values from t-statistics
are reported two-tailed, unless otherwise noted. In all analyses, degrees of freedom were
computed using the Satterthwaite approximation (Satterthwaite 1946). Note that the degrees
of freedom are large because in these regression models they are based on the number of
data points, not the number of subjects or items. Note also that degrees of freedom may
be fractional as they are computed based on variance estimates. For similar analyses, see
Walenski et al. (2007), and Love et al. (2008) and for further discussion of these methods of
analysis, see Baayen (2004, 2008).

Results for Regular and Slowed Rates of Speech Input

Accuracy at the button press decisions was quite good (91.5% over all conditions), and about
the same across all three conditions at both regular (pronoun: 91.8%; reflexive: 92.8%; con-
trol: 92.2%) and slowed (pronoun: 90.6%; reflexive: 92.9%; control: 88.7%) rates of speech
input. The comprehension questions were answered at 82% accuracy (range: 62–98%) at
the regular speech rate, and at 84% accuracy (range: 64–100%) at the slowed-speech rate,
suggesting that the children were attending to and understanding the auditory input.

For the response time data (Fig. 2), the children responded comparably fast at regular and
slowed rates of input (main effect of rate: F(1, 38) < 1), though the interaction between
input rate and condition (sentence type) was significant (F(2, 2778) = 3.86, p = 0.021).

“The bird i says that the turtle j with the hard shell is rubbing himi /himself j /the lady k
*1

with suntan oil on the sandy beach.” 

Fig. 2 Response times (error bars indicate standard error) at regular and slowed rates of speech input. Star
(‘*’) indicates a significant comparison (p < 0.05); caret (‘ˆ’) indicates trend significance (p < 0.10)
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At a regular rate of speech input, children were reliably faster at the probes in the
pronoun condition (mean response time = 1,026 ms) than in the control condition (mean
response time = 1,065 ms), consistent with priming for the correct antecedent of the pro-
noun (t (2779) = 2.33, p = 0.020). In contrast, the difference in response time between
the control and reflexive sentences did not even approach significance (t (2776) < 1),
consistent with no priming for the incorrect antecedent of the reflexive. In other words,
at regular rates of speech input, antecedent assignment appears to be functioning normally
for young children (age 5–13), for both pronouns and reflexives, as expected. In addition, to
verify that the pronoun priming effect was not due to differences in processing load between
the control and pronoun sentences, we compared the pronoun and reflexive conditions. The
response times in the pronoun condition were faster than those in the reflexive (incorrect ante-
cedent) condition (mean response time = 1,052 ms), a difference that approached significance
(t (2779) = 1.77, p = 0.077, two tailed), suggesting that the priming effect for pronouns
was not an artifact of an extra processing load in the control condition.

At slowed rates of speech input, however, the pattern changes. Here the fastest response
times were in the reflexive condition (mean response time = 1,032 ms). The difference in
response time between the reflexive and control condition approached significance, as mea-
sured via a two tailed t test (control mean response time 1,057 ms; t (2777) = 1.81, p =
0.070), and the response time difference between the reflexive condition and the pronoun con-
dition reached significance (pronoun mean response time = 1063 ms; t (2777) = 2.08, p =
0.038, two tailed). There was no difference in response time for the control and pronoun
sentences (t (2778) < 1). These results suggest incorrect assignment of the antecedents with
slowed-speech input, for both the pronouns (which failed to prime the correct antecedent)
and reflexives (which primed the wrong antecedent).

Discussion

At a regular rate of speech, TLD children exhibit faster response times to pictures consistent
with the antecedent of the pronoun only when those pictures are presented at the offset of
the pronoun, but not when they are presented at the offset of a reflexive or an unrelated
noun phrase. This is consistent with correct co-reference processing of pronouns in typi-
cally-developing children.

At a slowed rate of speech input, TLD children show an abnormal pattern of priming, with
faster response times in the reflexive condition than the pronoun or unrelated noun phrase
condition. This suggests that the antecedent of the pronoun is not being correctly assigned,
as no priming is found following the pronoun condition for a picture of its antecedent. More-
over, it also suggests that the antecedent of the reflexive is not being assigned normally, as
a syntactically unlicensed antecedent is being primed following the reflexive. Note however
that we did not examine in this study whether or not the syntactically appropriate antecedent
of the reflexive may also be primed, so this result could be consistent with either aberrant
priming (only the wrong antecedent is primed), or excessive priming (multiple noun phrases
are primed as potential antecedents). In either case, on-line syntactic processing appears to
break down with slowed input.

Finally, as we included children over a wide range of ages, we wanted to ensure that the
priming effects (particularly for the regular speech rate) were not being primarily driven by
(e.g.) just the older children. To address this possibility, we re-ran the regression model with
age (as a continuous variable; specified in years) and its interactions with rate and condi-
tion included. There was a significant main effect of age (older children responded more
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quickly; F(1, 36) = 4.68, p = 0.04), but neither of the interactions reached significance
(all ps > 0.60), consistent with similar priming effects in children across the range of ages
tested—that is, children even as young as 5 years old don’t appear to be different than the
older children, and appear to be priming the antecedent of the pronoun normally, consistent
with prior studies of on-line co-reference processing in young children (Love 2007; Roberts
et al. 2007).

Experiment 2: Off-line Comprehension of Pronouns and Reflexives at Different Speech
Rates

This experiment investigates the off-line comprehension of explicit anaphors (pronouns and
reflexives) at regular and slowed rates of speech input, using an off-line sentence/picture
matching task.

We expect that at regular rates of speech typical-language developing children will perform
worse on the interpretation of pronouns than on the interpretation of reflexives, consistent
with prior claims of a developmental delay for pronouns (see above). At slowed rates of
speech input, one possibility is that performance on pronouns may be improved relative
to performance at regular rates of speech input, as previously found for language-impaired
adults (see above). A second possibility is that performance on pronouns will be worse with
slowed input (relative to the regular input rate), as previously found for unimpaired adults (see
above), though this would perhaps be inconsistent with a developmental delay for pronouns
(which in this sense is perhaps analogous to a language impairment on these forms, albeit
one that the children grow out of). As there has been no such observation of a developmental
delay for reflexives, we do not expect performance on reflexives to improve with slowed
input, but may be the same or possibly worse (as automatic processing routines are disrupted
by the slowed input).

Method

Participants

The same group of children was used for this Experiment as for Experiment 1. All children
completed this experiment at the same rate at which they received the on-line materials.

Design and Materials

We chose 15 of the sentences from experiment one that were highly imageable, and hence
could be represented as pictures for our sentence/picture matching task (this number of items
offered a compromise between a sufficient number for reliable results, and not so many that
this untimed task would take the children too long to complete). These fifteen sentences were
modified for this experiment by removing the first noun phrase from the on-line experimental
sentences used in Experiment 1 (repeated here as 4a) and creating stand-alone sentences out
of the relative clauses. There were two versions of each sentence, one with a pronoun (4b),
and one with a reflexive (4c) resulting in a total of 30 stimuli. Each participant was given all 30
stimuli in the same session, resulting in repetition of items that differed only with respect to
whether the sentence contained him or himself. Rate was manipulated as a between-subjects
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factor. For each rate, the experimental sentences (pronoun, reflexive) were all presented in a
single list, with the two versions of a given sentence (pronoun, reflexive) as far apart in the
list as possible.

(4a) The bird says that the turtle with the hard shell is rubbing himself with suntan oil on
the sandy beach.

(4b) The turtle with the hard shell is rubbing him with suntan oil on the sandy beach.
(4c) The turtle with the hard shell is rubbing himself with suntan oil on the sandy beach.

The regular rate sentences were recorded at an average rate of 5.00 syllables per second
by the same female native English speaker. These sentences were digitally slowed using the
same methods described in Experiment 1, rendering sentences with an average rate of 3.19
syllables per second. Each sentence was paired with an 8.5 × 11 inch picture card with two
picture scenes placed one above the other. One scene was consistent with the meaning of
the pronoun version of the sentence, while the other depicted the reflexive version of the
sentence (Fig 3).

Picture Pre-tests

Once the materials were constructed, they were pretested to ensure that the sentence contain-
ing the reflexive would match the reflexive-interpretation picture and not the pronoun-inter-

“The turtle j with the hard shell is rubbing him i /himself j with suntan oil on the sandy beach.” 

Fig. 3 Example of a sentence and corresponding picture card for the off-line sentence/picture matching task
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pretation picture; and, conversely, that the sentence containing the pronoun would match the
pronoun-interpretation picture and not the reflexive-interpretation picture. Twenty-two native
English speaking UCSD undergraduates (mean age = 20.32; SD = 1.04; all were women) rated
the relatedness (from 1 to 7; 1 indicated “no relation”, 7 indicated “highly related”) of each
sentence for its correct and incorrect picture. For the matching items (reflexives with the
reflexive picture, pronouns with the pronoun picture), the mean relatedness score (aver-
aged across subjects) was 6.31 (SD = 0.56; range: 5.05–7.00). For the mismatching pictures
(reflexives with the pronoun picture, pronouns with the reflexive picture), the mean related-
ness score was 1.53 (SD = 0.49; range 1.05–2.91). This difference was statistically reliable
(unpaired t-test on item means: t (58) = 35.2, p < 0.0001) indicating a single, clear correct
choice between the two pictures.

Procedure

The off-line experiment was conducted on a separate visit scheduled at least a week after
their final visit for the on-line portion of the study (Experiment 1). For this task, the chil-
dren were instructed to listen carefully to the sentences and to point to the one picture
out of the two choices that best matched the sentence that they just heard. The partici-
pants were familiarized with the task with four practice items (read to them by the experi-
menter) prior to the presentation of the experimental stimuli. The sentences were played on
a CD player, and the picture cards were placed in a stack on the table. The experimenter
turned to the next picture card after each sentence. The experiment took about 20 min to
complete.

Analysis

Data were analyzed using a mixed-effects logistic regression model for binary data, with
crossed random effects of subject and sentence, and fixed effects of speech rate (regular,
slow) and sentence condition (pronoun, reflexive). Follow-up comparisons were made within
each sentence type (pronoun, reflexive) contrasting regular and slowed input.

F-statistics are reported for main effects and interactions, and t-statistics for follow-up
comparisons. All p-values from t-statistics are reported two-tailed, unless otherwise noted.
In all analyses, degrees of freedom were computed using the Satterthwaite approximation
(Satterthwaite 1946). Again, note that the degrees of freedom are large because they are
based on the number of data points in these regression models, not the number of subjects
or items. For similar logistic analyses, see Walenski et al. (2007). For further discussion of
these methods of analysis, see Baayen (2004, 2008).

Results at Regular and Slowed Input Rates

For this task (Fig. 4), performance on reflexives was better than on pronouns at both input
rates (main effect of sentence-type: F(1, 28.83) = 58.85, p < 0.0001), and the interaction
between input rate and sentence-type was significant (F(2, 1286) = 30.55, p < 0.0001).
The main effect of input rate was not significant: F(1, 33.27) = 1.42, p = 0.242. The
significant interaction results from a large improvement in accuracy on the pronoun sen-
tences with slowed input relative to the regular rate of speech input (from 37% to 66%, an
improvement of 29%; t (36.52) = 3.13, p = 0.003), with no improvement in accuracy for
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Fig. 4 Mean accuracy (percent correct; error bars indicate standard error) in the off-line task for pronouns
and reflexives and regular and slowed rates of speech input

the reflexive sentences (89% at a regular input rate vs. 86% at a slowed input rate; t (48.9) =
0.74, p = 0.463). We note that the mean accuracy score of 37% for the pronoun condition
with regular rate input was marginally worse than chance (50%; t (20) = 1.79, p = 0.088).
This poor performance improved to a reliably-better-than-chance 66% with slowed speech
input (t (21) = 2.54, p = 0.019).

Discussion

The results reveal that the interpretation of pronouns improves from chance performance at
a regular rate of speech input to better-than-chance performance with slowed speech input.
In contrast, the interpretation of reflexives is quite good with regular rate input, and does not
improve (or get worse) with slowed speech input.

As with the on-line results, we examined the potential of age effects in task performance.
We correlated age with accuracy for pronouns and accuracy for reflexives for each rate of
speech for each group. At a regular rate of speech, there was a strong correlation between
age and pronoun accuracy (r = 0.656, p = 0.001), and an interesting pattern emerged—
there appears to be a discontinuous distribution of scores (Fig. 5), with children above age
8 performing almost perfectly, and children below age 8 performing at or below chance.
While there was a nearly significant correlation between age and reflexive performance as
well (r = 0.384, p = 0.086), there was no discontinuity in the distribution of scores. This
is consistent with the observation that pronoun interpretation may be slower to develop than
reflexive interpretation, and may not have developed before age 8 in TLD children.

At slowed rates of speech input (Fig. 5), there was again a correlation between age and pro-
noun accuracy (r = 0.452, p = 0.035), but with a more continuous distribution, such that it
appears that the younger children performed better (fewer subjects were below chance). The
correlation between age and reflexive performance also reached significance with slowed
speech (r = 0.428, p = 0.047), suggesting that some children can benefit from slowed
input on reflexives and therefore may not have fully mastered off-line processing of these
forms.
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Fig. 5 A plot of age versus accuracy for pronouns and reflexives at regular (solid diamond) and slowed (open
square) rates of speech input. The dashed horizontal line indicates chance performance (50% accuracy). The
thick vertical line separates children above and below 8 years old. Note that 43 participants’ data are repre-
sented on this graph, however, symbols with the same or similar values may be overlapping and thus not easily
distinguishable

Conclusions

In sum, at a regular rate of speech input, young children (aged 5–13) demonstrated cor-
rect activation of the antecedent of a pronoun in an on-line priming paradigm. However,
the same children showed impaired (chance level) off-line comprehension of pronouns with
substantially better comprehension of reflexives.

In addition, age effects were found for both on-line and off-line studies. On-line, older
children responded more quickly than younger children, though there was no difference in
this age effect across conditions (i.e., with age treated as a continuous variable)—suggesting
that children of different ages (within our age range of 5–13) were not performing differently
in the processing of these constructions. Off-line, children’s comprehension of pronouns
was at or below chance levels until about age 8—children older than 8 showed vastly better
comprehension of these forms. This age cut-off is very close to prior findings that children
younger than 7 show particular deficits in pronominal dependency relationships (van der
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Lely and Stollwerck 1997). In contrast, children as young as 6 years of age showed compe-
tent performance on reflexives in our off-line study, though performance did improve with
increased age. However, unlike for the pronouns, there was no clear break in performance
levels across the age range we tested, with even the youngest children performing at higher
than chance levels (except in one case).

This pattern of results for pronouns—adult-like on-line performance and developmen-
tally delayed off-line performance—is consistent with prior studies of on-line and off-line
pronoun comprehension in young children (see Introduction). That is, the results obtained
here support the claim that children as young as 4 or 5 have fully developed (i.e., adult-
like) automatic structural processing routines (Love 2007; McKee et al. 1993; Roberts et al.
2007), whereas their meta-linguistic knowledge of pronoun-antecedent relations (necessary
for off-line task performance), is under-developed. This dissociation in performance also
underscores the need to examine child language processing from the perspective of multiple
methods.

The effects of slowed speech input were clearly different for the on-line and off-line
studies. On-line, slowing the rate of speech input to an abnormally slow rate impaired per-
formance—children did not prime the antecedent of the pronoun. Moreover, it appeared that
children were incorrectly priming the non-local main clause subject as an antecedent for the
reflexive—suggesting that slowed speech input adversely affects automatic structural pro-
cessing for both pronouns (failing to prime the correct antecedent) and reflexives (priming a
structurally invalid antecedent). In contrast, a slowed rate of speech input led to better-than-
chance performance for pronoun comprehension in the off-line study (but did not appear to
have any impact on reflexive performance).

These slow rate results raise the question: Why does slowed-speech input have a differ-
ential effect on on-line and off-line task performance? Specifically, for pronouns, why does
slow-rate speech lead to impaired performance on-line, but improved performance off-line?
Similarly, why does slow-rate speech lead to abnormal on-line priming for reflexives, but no
change in off-line comprehension of reflexives?

It appears that typical-language developing children have mastered the real time language
processing skills needed for long distance dependency relationships (including pronouns
and reflexives). This is supported by findings (here and in prior studies) of adult-like pat-
terns of priming for co-reference processing at regular speech rates, for pronouns and other
co-referential structural elements (see above). Given this mastery, the process is fast-acting
and automatic, but breaks down (for both pronouns and reflexives) when the speech input
rate is outside the “normal” speech rate range for which the process is optimized—consistent
with previous claims of adult-language processing (Love et al. 2008).

In contrast, as children’s off-line performance for pronouns appears to be developmentally
delayed, they may not yet have achieved sufficient mastery to rely on automatic processes,
and are instead dependent on meta-linguistic, reflective processes. We posit that a slowed
rate of speech input leads to improved performance on these slower, reflective processes due
to the additional time afforded the parser, which aids the child in the off-line decision mak-
ing process. For reflexives, a slowed rate of speech input did not lead to improved off-line
performance. If anything, the slowed input may have slightly impaired performance on aver-
age, though this was at best a miniscule effect (and not statistically reliable). One possibility
is that the children may have been at ceiling already, as they performed above 85% at the
regular rate of speech. However, if they were at ceiling, why shouldn’t slowed input have
disrupted performance, as found previously for adults (Love et al. 2008)? While there is some
slight indication of impaired performance, this level of performance (85%) may be ceiling
performance for children of this age range, but it may not yet be good enough to indicate a
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reliance on automatic rather than meta-linguistic processes—contrast off-line performance
of adults, who remained above 95% accuracy on off-line co-reference processing, even when
impaired with slowed input (Love et al. 2008).

In summary, we suggest that the slowed speed of the incoming auditory speech helped
aspects of language processing that are not fully developed in children (off-line pronoun
performance) while impairing those aspects of language processing that they have mastered
(on-line co-reference processing). Future research investigating the impact of slowed-speech
on language impaired children from this perspective may lead to the identification and devel-
opment of possible parameters for treatment studies.
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